Edinburgh Fringe 2017

Sid Singh: A Singh in the North
Laughing Horse @ Dropkick Murphy’s
3 - 27 August @ 2.45pm
‘Sid is a great joke writer. His material feels cutting edge because he
talks about what Asian men are going through right now.’
Andrew Jaico, sketch writer for Upright Citizens Brigade
Images Footage
Hot off the release of his first solo stand-up album, Amazing, Probably, Sid Singh returns to conquer the fringe with his completely unique focus on everything awkward.
Life is awkward in all of its interactions and search for identity. Sid Singh goes deeper
and more personal, finding comedy in the uncomfortableness of being brown in America,
the UK, and even the rest of the World; finding out you’re more racist than your white
girlfriend; learning that you’re terrible at smoking weed and in fact you’ve never actually
gotten high before...right before you try the strongest drug of all time.
OK, fine that all sounds great, but you know what’s way more important about Sid’s
show?
It’s hilarious. H-i-l-a-r-i-o-u-s. All that other stuff is unhyphenated fluff.
‘Sid is so great! He's like the new Louis CK, because he can talk about anything
and make you laugh. Nothing is off limits, but everything makes you think...once
you're done laughing.’
Kat Sedita, MTV Producer

Sid Singh is a regular at numerous clubs in New York, Los Angeles and San Diego including Night Train with Wyatt Cenac, and The Tony Show (run Comedy Central’s Adam
Atamanuik). Among his television credits are Living the Life (Islam Channel), Greatest
Party Story Ever Told (MTV), Night Train With Wyatt Cenac (NBC). On radio Sid has
appeared on BBC Radio Four’s Inconspicuous Consumption, BBC Asian Network, Fresh
Air Radio, and Mutiny Radio. Sid has appeared on Kurt Metzger and Sherwood Small’s
popular podcast Race Wars and weekly on legal podcast The Law is My Ass.
Sid’s debut stand-up album, Amazing, Probably, is available on Stand Up Records,
iTunes, and anywhere else albums are sold and is currently at number 3 on the iTunes
US Comedy chart and number 13 on the Billboard Comedy Album Chart.
'Sid Singh. Sid is on the rise. You can hear it in the San Francisco Bay Area native’s debut, Amazing! (Probably), recorded in his hometown. He challenges San
Francisco’s progressive seriousness immediately, dances in the purgatory of his
late 20s, and leans into awkwardness with an effacing charm.’
Laughly.com
Full Listing:
Title: Sid Singh - A Sing in the North
Venue: Dropkick Murphy’s
Fringe venue number: 289
Address: 7 Merchant St (Off Candlemaker Row), Edinburgh EH1 2QD
Venue website: http://www.freefestival.co.uk/perfvenue.asp?VenueID=188
EdFringe link: https://tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/singh-in-the-north
Tel: 0131 225 2002
Dates: August 3 - 27
Reviewers invited from: August 3
Time: 2.45pm
Age: 12+
Duration: 1 Hour
Entry: Free (Donations)
Sid’s links:
Twitter: @MrSidSingh
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Siddhant.Singh
Footage: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdUPMiRjNkk
Images: https://tinyurl.com/klytyad
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